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ABSTRACT
In the current IT world, developers write code while system opera-
tors run the code mostly as a black box. The connection between
both worlds is typically established with log messages: the devel-
oper provides hints to the (unknown) operator, where the cause
of an occurred issue is, and vice versa, the operator can report
bugs during operation. To fulfil this purpose, developers write log
instructions that are structured text commonly composed of a log
level (e.g., “info", "error"), static text (“IP {} cannot be reached”), and
dynamic variables (e.g. IP {}). However, opposed to well-adopted
coding practices, there are no widely adopted guidelines on how to
write log instructions with good quality properties. For example,
a developer may assign a high log level (e.g., "error") for a triv-
ial event that can confuse the operator and increase maintenance
costs. Or the static text can be insufficient to hint at a specific issue.
In this paper, we address the problem of log quality assessment
and provide the first step towards its automation. We start with
an in-depth analysis of quality log instruction properties in nine
software systems and identify two quality properties: 1) correct
log level assignment assessing the correctness of the log level, and
2) sufficient linguistic structure assessing the minimal richness of
the static text necessary for verbose event description. Based on
these findings, we developed a data-driven approach that adapts
deep learning methods for each of the two properties. An extensive
evaluation on large-scale open-source systems shows that our ap-
proach correctly assesses log level assignments with an accuracy of
0.88, and the sufficient linguistic structure with an F1 score of 0.99,
outperforming the baselines. Our study highlights the potential of
the data-driven methods in assessing log instructions quality and
aid developers in comprehending and writing better code.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Logging is important programming practice in modern software
development, as software logs – the end product of logging, are
frequently adopted in diverse debugging and maintenance tasks.
Logs record system events on arbitrary granularity and give in-
sights into the inner-working state of the running system. The rich
information they provide enables the developers and operators to
analyze events and perform a wide range of tasks. Notable task ex-
amples relying on logs are comprehending system behaviour [28],
troubleshooting [13], and tracking execution status [41].

Logs are textual event descriptors generated by log instructions
in the source code. Figure 1a depicts an example of a log instruction
and the log message (log for short) describing the executed system
event. The log instructions are commonly composed of three parts
1) static text describing the event (e.g., VM {} created in {}
seconds.), 2) variable text giving a dynamic information about the
event (e.g., 8), and 3) log level (e.g., info, error, warning), denoting
the subjective developer opinion for the severity degree of the
recorded event. The importance of log instructions makes them
widely present within the source code. For example, HBase – a
popular Java software system, has more than 5k log instructions.
Developers use diverse logging frameworks (e.g., Log4j [15]) and
logging wrappers (e.g., SLF4J [39]), which provide common logging
features unifying the log instructions writing.

Many companies are adopting logging frameworks and specify
guidance to their developers on the quality requirements when
writing log instructions [5]. The quality requirements define differ-
ent properties of log instructions quality, such as 1) assignment of
correct log levels, 2) writing static text with sufficient information
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LOG.info(“VM {} created in {} seconds.”, vmID, seconds); 

Log Instruction in the Source Code

12/12/2021 10:12:42 INFO VM afe11-10a1 created in 8 seconds.

Log Message of an Executed Event

(a) An example of log instruction and generated mes-
sage from the software system OpenStack.

LOG.info(“Cannot access storage directory {}.” + rootPath); 

Reported Log Instruction

LOG.error(“Cannot access storage directory {}.” + rootPath); 

Fixed Log Instruction

(b) Jira issue HDFS-4048: Example of wrong log level
assignment and its fix.

LOG.info(“EventThread shut down.”); 

Reported Log Instruction

LOG.info(“EventThread shut down for sessionID: 0x{}.” + getSId()); 

Fixed Log Instruction

LOG.info(“EventThread shut down.”); 

Reported Log Instruction

LOG.info(“EventThread shut down for sessionID: {}.”+getSId()); 

Fixed Log Instruction

(c) Jira issue ZOOKEEPER-2126: Insufficient informa-
tion/(linguistics) hurts event understanding.

Figure 1: (a) Example of log instruction. (b) & (c) Examples of issues related to log instruction quality and their fixes.

(i.e., sufficient linguistic properties), 3) appropriate log instruction
formats, and 4) correct log instruction placement within the source
code [6]. The quality guidelines aim to align the expectations from
the logs for both developers and operators that may work in dif-
ferent teams and use the logs for different activities. Since many
maintenance tasks (e.g., tracing faulty activities, diagnosing failures,
and performing root cause analysis) are frequently log-based [28],
they directly depend on the quality of the logs, i.e., the quality
properties of the log instructions. Therefore, evaluating the quality
of the log instructions emerges as a relevant task.

A central problem in this context is to write log instructions with
sufficient quality. Recent studies on industrial [5] and open-source
software systems [6] suggest that developers make recurrent log-
related commits during development. It means that writing quality
log instructions for the first time, even with given quality guidelines,
is not trivial. Additionally, the guidelines can be incomplete and do
not cover every possible case. For example, in the Jira issue LOG4J2-
316 1, a developer reported that the logging guidelines misguided
him in proper usage of log levels.

While the logging frameworks unify logging, they do not im-
plement mechanisms to track the quality. Thereby, the decisions
about the log instructions are purely human-centric, which can
result in poor logging practices (e.g., wrong log level assignment
or insufficient linguistic structure) [29, 44]. For example, in the Jira
issue HDFS-40482 (depicted in Figure 1b), the wrong log level of the
instruction LOG.info("Cannot access storage directory " + rootPath);
resulted in a long time for localization of the failure. The developer
used the log levels "error" and "warning" for log-based failure local-
ization, but the event initially was logged on log level "info", not
"error". Similarly, in the Jira issue ZOOKEEPER-21263 (depicted in
Figure 1c), the log instruction has insufficient information about
which EventThread is terminated. As reported by the developers,
it becomes confusing when a new EventThread is created before
terminating the previous one. The lack of a session identifier was
pointed to as the main concern. The problem is resolved by adding
additional words in the static text to give minimal information
about the event which can be understood/comprehended by the
developers. Notably, in linguistic terms, this means enriching the
linguistic structure of the static text. The aforenamed issues are
not isolated events. Previous works on logging practices [6, 29]
suggest that it is surprisingly common for the log levels to be
over/under-estimated or the logs to have missing or excessive in-
formation. These problems are particularly challenging in complex

1https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LOG4J2-3166
2https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-4048
3https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-2126

software, with many different components developed by multiple
developers located in diverse geographical regions (e.g., systems
like OpenStack). It requires non-trivial knowledge and experience
to construct an understandable description of the event, estimate
the log levels of the instruction or conduct quality logging practices
in general. Although the human-centric approach in log quality
assessment is the golden standard, the aforenamed challenges imply
the need for an automatic approach.

In this paper, we address the log quality assessment problem. Our
goal is to develop an approach to automatically assess the quality
of log instructions from an arbitrary software system. Such an ap-
proach is challenged by the heterogeneity of the software systems,
the unique writing styles of developers, and different programming
languages. They limit the set of testable quality properties. For
example, the different syntax of the nearby code from two program-
ming languages (e.g., Java and Python) questions the applicability
of log instruction placement methods on arbitrary system [5]. To
find the empirically testable properties, we performed a preliminary
manual study on the properties of the log instructions from nine
open-source systems. We identified two such quality properties –
1) log level assignment assessing the correctness of the log level,
and 2) sufficient linguistic structure assessing the minimal linguistic
richness of the static text necessary for verbose event description.
Through the preliminary study, we find that the static text of the
log instruction is sufficient in assessing the two properties. There-
fore, the log quality assessment is done on the static text of the log
instructions, independent of the other properties of the source code
(e.g., nearby code structure). This makes the log quality assessment
system-agnostic. The observed dependencies between the static
text on one side, and the log levels and linguistically sufficient la-
bels on the other side allow the application of data-driven methods.
Ultimately enabling the automation of the log instruction quality
assessment.

Based on our observations, we propose QuLog as an approach to
automatically assess log instructions quality. QuLog trains two deep
learning models from the log instructions of many software systems
and appropriate learning objectives to learn quality properties for
the log levels and sufficient linguistic structure of static texts. To
capture diverse developers logging styles, we trained the models
on a carefully constructed log instruction collection with expected
good quality practices similar as in related work [6]. By adopting an
approach from explainable AI, we further implemented a prediction
explainer to show why the models make certain predictions, which
serve as additional feedback for developers. Our experimental re-
sults show that QuLog achieves high performance in assessing the
two quality properties outperforming the baselines. The prediction

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/LOG4J2-3166
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-4048
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explainer has a low error for the correct prediction reason sugges-
tion. Thereby, the experiments show that QuLog helps to assess the
log instructions quality while giving useful suggestions for their
improvement.

In a nutshell, our contributions summarize as:
(1) We performed a manual analysis on the quality log prop-

erties of the log instructions on nine software systems and
identified 1) log level and 2) sufficient linguistic structure
assessments as two empirically testable properties.

(2) We implemented a novel approach for automatic system-
agnostic log quality assessment named QuLog, which uses
deep learning and explainable AI methods to evaluate the
two properties.

(3) We experimentally demonstrate the usefulness of our ap-
proach in automatic system-agnostic log quality assessment,
which achieves high accuracy for log level assignment (0.88)
and a high F1 on sufficient linguistic structure (0.99) assess-
ments.

(4) We open-source the code, datasets and additional experimen-
tal results in the code repository [2].

2 LOG INSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSESSMENT

2.1 Log Instruction Quality Properties
To assess the quality of the log instructions, we examined literature
studies on logging practices. We identified two views: explicit (or
developers), and implicit (or operators). The explicit view is related
to (a.1) correct log level assignment, (a.2) comprehensive content
of the static text and parameters, and (a.3) correct log instruction
placement [21]. The implicit view is related to the operators’ ex-
pectations for the quality of the logs. By observing the properties
of the logs, we can implicitly reason about the quality properties
of the log instruction. For the implicit view, there are four prop-
erties [44], given as follows: (b.1) trustworthiness - refers to the
valid meta-information of the log (e.g., correct log level), (b.2) the
semantics/linguistic of the log - relates the word choice in verbose
expression of the event, (b.3) completeness - reflects the co-occurring
of logs to describe an event, and (b.4) safeness - refers to the log
content being compliant with user safety requirements.

Since our goal is to provide an automatic log instruction quality
assessment, we first examine the feasibility of automatically evalu-
ating the properties. We observed that some of the properties (i.e.,
correct log level assignment and linguistic evaluation) depend and
can be assessed just from the content of log instructions. There-
fore, they can be evaluated irrelevant to the structure of the source
code and the remaining logging practices. To verify our observa-
tion, we made a preliminary study of nine open-source systems,
with presumably good logging practices (similarly as in related
works [6, 34, 41]). Table 1 enlists the properties of the used systems.
We select these systems because they serve many industries, are be-
ing developed by many experienced developers, and consequently,
the logs have fulfilled their purpose in debugging and maintenance.

2.2 Empirical Study
2.2.1 Log Level Assignment. We assume that the static text of
the log instruction has relevant features for log level assessment.

Table 1: Overview of the studied systems

Software System Version LOC NOL
Cassandra 3.11.4 432K 1.3K
Elasticsearch 7.4.0 1.50M 2.5K
Flink 1.8.2 177K 2.5K
HBase 2.2.1 1.26M 5.5K
JMeter 5.3.0 143K 1.9K
Kafka 2.3.0 267K 1.5K
Karaf 4.2.9 133K 0.7K
Wicket 8.6.1 216K 0.4K
Zookeeper 3.5.6 97K 1.2K

Note: LOC and NOL stand for the number of code and log lines accordingly.

Intuitively, when describing an event with the "error" log level, the
static text commonly contains words like "error", "failure", "exit", and
similar.Whenever thesewords occurwithin the static text, it is more
likely that the level is "error" than "info". To verify our assumption,
we considered an approach from information theory that defines the
amount of uncertainty of information in a message [11]. In our case,
we analyze the relation of word groups (n-grams, 𝑛 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5})
from the static text in relation to the log level. For all the n-gram
groups, we try to identify the log level using n-grams from the
given static text of the log instruction. At first, given an n-gram,
there is high uncertainty for the assigned log level. As we receive
more information about the n-gram, we update our belief for its
commonly assigned log level, reducing the entropy (uncertainty)
associated with the n-gram. To measure the uncertainty, we used
Normalized Shanon’s entropy [20]. We calculated the log level
entropy for each n-gram from all the log instructions of the nine
software systems and reported the key statistics for the distribution.

Table 2: Log level assignment empirical study results.

Min 1st Qu. Median 3rd Qu. Max
Average Entropy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.56 0.91

Table 2 summarizes the n-grams entropy distribution. It is seen
that the majority of the static text of the log instructions have
low entropy. Specifically, more than 50% (the median) of the static
texts have zero entropy – the n-grams appear on a unique level.
Therefore, the static text has relevant features useful to discriminate
the log levels, verifying our assumption.
2.2.2 Linguistic Quality Assessment. A quality log instruction
should describe the event concisely and verbosely [6]. From a
general language perspective, complete and concise short texts
(following the maxims of text quantity and quality) have a minimal
linguistic structure (e.g., usage of nouns, verbs, prepositions, adjec-
tives) [14]. Under the term log linguistic structure, we understand
the representation of the static text by general linguistic properties
such as linguistic concepts (e.g., verbs, nouns, adjectives etc.). For
example, in the Jira issue ZOOKEEPER-2126 (depicted in Figure 1c),
the static text "EventThread shut down." linguistically is composed
of "noun verb particle". Owning to the shared properties of the gen-
eral English language and language used in log instructions [22], we
assume that an informative event description also has a minimal lin-
guistic structure. The following example explains our intuition for
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the assumption. In the aforenamed Jira issue, developers reported
that the event information is insufficient. This issue is resolved by
static text augmentation with additional linguistic properties, i.e.,
"EventThread shut down for session: {}", linguistically composed of
"noun verb particle preposition noun: -LRB- -RRB-" (where "-LRB-
-RRB-" denote brackets). Linguistically speaking, the static text with
insufficient linguistic structure is transformed into static text with
sufficient structure, improving the event comprehension. Examples
of other Jira issues related to sufficient linguistic quality can be
found in Appendix C.

To validate our assumption, we performed the following exper-
iment. For the static text of each log instruction, we first extract
their linguistic structure. To do so, we use part-of-speech (POS)
tagging – a learning task from NLP research. It allows extraction
of the linguistic structure of the static text by linking the words
to an ontology of the English language (OntoNote5). We choose
spacy implementation of POS tagging because its models have high
performance on the POS tagging task (>97% accuracy score) [23].
Second, we group the extracted linguistic structures such that the
static text with the same linguistic group are placed together. Af-
terwards, the linguistic groups of the raw static text are evaluated
by two experienced developers answering the research question:
"Does the static text from the examined linguistic group contains
minimal information required to comprehend the described event?".
This question evaluates our assumption that the quality and self-
sustained static text has a minimal linguistic structure aligned with
expert intuition for a comprehensible event description.

Table 3: Linguistic quality assessment preliminary study

Linguistic Group Total Log
Instructions

Static Text
(Example)

VERB NOUN 106 serialized regioninfo
VERB 67 deleted

VERB PUNCT 49 interupted *
NOUN 47 return

NOUN NOUN 41 updating header

Table 3 gives the top-5 frequent linguistic groups alongside rep-
resentative examples. In total, we found 5.9K linguistic groups from
the studied systems. Then, we randomly sample 361 groups based
on a 95% confidence interval and a 5% confidence level [46]. The
sampling is stratified over the nine systems. The two human experts
identified 24 linguistic groups with insufficient linguistic structure.
The agreement between the two experts assessed by Cohen’s Kappa
score is sustainable (0.72) [42]. The high score values show mutual
agreement between the experienced developers concerning the re-
lation between comprehensible event information within the static
text and its linguistic structure. Therefore, the linguistic structure
of the static text is useful in representing the minimal informative
description of the log instruction.

2.2.3 Other Quality Properties. The remaining quality properties
(i.e., relevant variable selection, log instruction placement, safeness,
and completeness) depend on the different programming languages,
design patterns, and other source code structures. These proper-
ties are challenging for assessment because of the heterogeneity

of software systems and the ways programming languages orga-
nize the source code. For example, the safeness property requires
reasoning across a complex chain of method invocations (e.g., in
the issue CVE-2021-44228 the bug allows execution of any Java
method through the log instruction from an LDAP server hurting
the logging safeness). Identifying safeness in this context requires a
deep understanding of potential method invocation chains, which
does not even require the method’s presence within the source
code, i.e., requiring human involvement. The latter is against our
effort in automatic log quality assessment. Due to the identified
relationships between the static text and log level and sufficient
linguistic structure on one side, and the dependence of the other
quality properties on the remaining parts of the source code on the
other side, we consider the log quality assessment in the narrower
sense, composed of the former two quality properties.

3 QULOG: AUTOMATIC APPROACH FOR LOG
INSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSESSMENT

Inspired by our findings in the preliminary study, we propose
an approach for automatic system-agnostic log instruction quality
assessment. We formulate the problem in the scope of 1) evaluating
the correct log level assignment and 2) evaluating the sufficient
linguistic structure of the log instructions. Given the static text
of the log instruction, we apply deep learning methods to learn
static text properties concerning the correct log level and sufficient
linguistic structure. By training the models on systems with quality
logging properties, they learn information for the log level and
sufficient linguistic structure qualities. Comparing the predicted log
levels and the log levels assigned by developers allows a statement
on the log level quality: the less deviation, the better the quality.
Similarly, the sufficient linguistic structure incorporates properties
of comprehensible log instructions, and its predictions directly are
used to assess linguistic quality.

Figure 2 illustrates the overview of the approach, named QuLog.
Logically, it is composed of (1) log instruction preprocessing, (2) deep
learning framework and (3) prediction explainer. The role of the log
instruction preprocessing is to extract the log instructions from the
input source files and process them into a suitable learning format
for the deep learning framework. The deep learning framework is
composed of two neural networks (one for each of the two quality
properties). The neural networks are trained separately on the two
tasks. After training, the networks learn discriminative features
for the log instructions with different log levels and a sufficient
linguistic structure. The prediction explainer explains a certain pre-
diction. Specifically, given the static text of the log instruction and
predicted log level, it shows how different words contribute to the
model prediction.

QuLog has two operational phases: offline and online. During
the offline phase, the parameters of the neural networks and expla-
nation part are learned on representative data from other software
systems. This training procedure allows learning diverse developers
writing styles, important for generalization. The learned models are
stored. In the online phase, the source files of the target software
system are given as QuLog’s input. QuLog extracts the log instruc-
tions, the static texts and log levels, proceeding them towards the
loadedmodels. As output QuLog provides the predictions for the log

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-44228
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Source Code: 
174: if condition==False:
175:    log.error(“connection refused %f !”, time)

Target Software Code Repository

(“connection refused”,
error,
“noun, verb”)

log.error(“connection refused %f !”, time)

Log Instruction Preprocessing
Log Instruction Extractor:

Preparation:

1: [LMT]
2: connection
3: refused

Tokenization

1: [LMT]
2: noun
3: verb

𝑥1:[0.29, … , 0.61]
𝑥2:[0.01, … , 0.32]
𝑥3:[0.31, … , 0.69]

Neural Network Framework

Embedding 
Layer:

Linguistic Structure 
Assessment Self-attention NN

Tokenization
Multi-head 

Self-attention NN:

{𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜, 𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟}Output Layer:

{"𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡", "𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡"}

𝑥1:[0.19, … , 0.72]
𝑥2:[0.31, … , 0.24]
𝑥3:[0.41, … , 0.89]

Log Level Assignment
Self-attention NN

Embedding 
Layer:

Multi-head 
Self-attention NN:

Output Layer:

Prediction Explainer

𝑡2: connection 𝑡3: refused

𝑡3

Aggregation 
Functions

𝑡2

SHAP
Shapley values for 
individual vectors

2: connection 𝑥2
3: refused 𝑥3

favorable for info 
non-favorable for info

Token Importance Scores

Learned Embeddings

Figure 2: Internal architectural design of QuLog

levels, sufficient linguistic structure, and prediction explanations
as word importance scores. Therefore, QuLog serves as a stan-
dalone recommendation approach to aid developers in improving
the quality of the log instructions. The developers may reconsider
improving the log instructions given QuLog’s suggestions or reject
them. In the following, we delineate the details of the three QuLog’s
components.

3.1 Log Instruction Preprocessing
The purpose of the log instruction preprocessing is twofold. First, it
extracts the log instructions from the source files. Second, it parses
the log instructions to separate the static text and the log level
from the remaining instruction parts. In addition, the static text is
processed by the linguistic features extractor, to obtain its linguistic
structure representation. These operations are performed by two
modules, namely (1) log instruction extractor and (2) log instruction
preparation, described in the following.

3.1.1 Log Instruction Extractor. The extractor module extracts the
log instructions from the source code of the software system. To
that end, it iterates over all of the source files in the target software’s
source code and applies regular expressions to find all log instruc-
tions. Considering the diversity of the programming languages,
developers writing styles, and the lack of adoption of logging prac-
tices challenges the extraction process. The output of the extraction
module is a set of log instructions of the input software system.
Although our goal is to help developers in writing correct log lev-
els, we restrain ourselves on three levels ("info", "warning", and
"error"). The log levels "trace" and "debug" provide detailed infor-
mation for the inner workings, most commonly used by developers.
By studying the n-grams frequency for individual log levels, we
found that there is a large overlap between the used vocabulary
in "info" and "trace"/"debug" levels. This can significantly impair
the performance of the data-driven methods when automatically
assessing the quality of all log levels simultaneously. In addition,
related work reports this scenario practically useful when different
stakeholders examine logs. For example, operators care more for
the high severity levels (i.e., "info", "warning", "error") [34].

3.1.2 Preparation. The goal of the preparation module is to pre-
pare the data in a suitable learning format. As input, it receives the
set of log instructions from the extractor. The preparation module
first iterates over the log instructions and separates the static text
of the log instructions from the log level. The diverse programming
languages use different names for the log levels. For example, Log4j
(a Java’s logging library) uses the tag ”𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑛” for warning logs, while
the default Python logging library uses the tag ”𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔”. To that
end, the preparation submodule unifies the levels for all log instruc-
tions. To the static text of the log instruction, we apply Spacy [23]
for preprocessing. We split the words using space and camel cases.
We preprocess the static text by following text preprocessing tech-
niques, including: remove all ASCII special characters, removing
stopwords from the Spacy English dictionary and applying lower
case transformation of the words [8]. Once processed, we give the
static text as input to a pre-trained POS tagging model from Spacy.
We extract the 𝑝𝑜𝑠 tag of each word from the static text to create its
linguistic structure. Finally, the output of the preparation module
is a set of tuples, where each tuple is composed of the static text
of the log instruction, the linguistic structure of the static text and
the log level.

3.2 Deep Learning Framework
3.2.1 Overall Architecture. QuLog has two independent neural net-
works to assess the two quality properties. They share the same
architectural design and are composed of embedding layer, encoder
network from Transformer architecture [45] and output layer. To
make the description easy to follow, we explain the working prin-
ciple for the log level assignment. Alongside it, in parenthesis,
we give the mapping for sufficient linguistic structure assessment.
Given the preprocessed static text (linguistic structure) at the input,
the embedding layer learns numerical vector representation of the
individual words (linguistic categories), we referred to as tokens,
following a distributed learning representation paradigm [43]. The
vector embeddings of the tokens are numerical features in a suit-
able learning format for the network. We then use the encoder of
the Transformer architecture to learn relationships between the
vector embeddings of the input tokens from the embedding layer
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and the log levels (sufficient/insufficient linguistic structure). The
output from the encoder layer is a vector embedding of the static
text (linguistic structure). After that, the output layer predicts log
level (sufficient/insufficient linguistic structure) from the encoder
layer’s output.

3.2.2 Embedding Layer. The embedding layer receives the pre-
processed instructions as input. We first transform the static text
(linguistic structure) from a sequence of words to a sequence of
tokens/indices. Figure 2 gives an example of this transformation.
It enables the transition from textual into a numerical format as a
prerequisite to applying neural networks. We further prepend the
tokenized static text/(linguistic structure) with a special token we
refer to as Log Message Token ([LMT]). Note that this is an impor-
tant detail we discuss further when describing the neural networks.
Since the static texts can be of different lengths, while the neural
network requires fixed-size input, we specify a hyperparameter
𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑛 to unify the lengths. The shorter static texts (linguistic
structures) are appended with a special pad token ([PD]), while the
longer ones are truncated at𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑛 value. The embedding layer
maps the input tokens into a numerical vector representation, such
that each unique token is assigned a specific vector. In QuLog, these
embeddings are learned during training, and the vector embeddings
are adjusted to preserve contextual properties (e.g., frequently co-
occurring words for a certain log level). These vectors can also be
obtained from general-purpose language models (e.g., BERT [12]).

3.2.3 Transformer Neural Network. We model the dependencies
between the tokens and the two quality properties with nonlinear
parametric functions represented as neural networks. As a suitable
architecture, we identified the encoder of the Transformer [45]
architecture. It provides state-of-the-art results in many NLP tasks
(e.g., sentiment analysis, translation) [4]. By pointing to the simi-
larities between the static text of logs and natural language [22],
we further justify our design of choice. The encoder implements
a multi-head self-attention mechanism that exploits higher-order
relations between tokens within the static text (beyond n-gram
counting). This property captures discriminative features between
the words (linguistic concepts) and the different contexts they ap-
pear in, relating them to the appropriate log levels (sufficient lin-
guistic structures). During training, the token embedding vectors
and the network parameters are updated via backpropagation [35].
At the output of the encoder, we provide the vector embedding of
the [LMT] token. Due to the architectural design, the vector of the
[LMT] token attends over all the other token vector embeddings
during training. This allows summarizing the most relevant infor-
mation from the input concerning the log level (sufficient linguistic
structure). Therefore, it embeds diverse contexts preserving the
properties of the static text (linguistic structure). The number of
heads in the multi-head self-attention, the number of layers and
model size are three hyperparameters of the network.

3.2.4 Output Layer. The output layer is a three-dimensional linear
layer for predicting the log level (two-dimensional for sufficient
linguistic structure). It accepts the [LMT] vector embedding and
applies a linear transformation. Each of the output dimensions
corresponds to one of the log levels (i.e., "info", "warning", "error")
or one of the two linguistic structures qualities (i.e., sufficient and

log.info(“connection established!”) log.error(“connection refused!”)

connection: (1.21, 0.41, -0.12, 0.14)
established: (2.12, 2.34, 3.01, 0.12)

Log Instruction:

Shapley Values
(for class info):

connection: (0.21, -0.20, 0.42, 0.56)
refused:       (0.12, 2.30, 3.42, -5.22)

Token Importance
Scores:

connection 𝑟11= 1.34; 𝑒11 = +
established 𝑟12= 4.36; 𝑒12 = +

connection 𝑟21 = 0.76; 
refused 𝑟22 = 6.65;

𝑒21 = +
𝑒22 = −

Figure 3: Prediction Explainer working procedure example

insufficient). We apply a softmax function at the output neurons
to produce score estimates. Each neuron gives a score estimate for
the corresponding class (i.e., a number between 0-1 indicating class
relevance for the given input). The scores give insights into the
model’s confidence for the log level (sufficient linguistic structure)
prediction. As a class prediction, we considered the class related to
the neuron with the highest score.

3.3 Prediction Explainer
The prediction explainer aims to explain why a trainedmodel makes
certain predictions. It augments QuLog’s output by pointing out
the specific tokens most likely contributing to the prediction. They
can serve as suggestions to developers for where the static text
potentially can be altered. The relevant details of the explanation
module are given in the following.

3.3.1 SHAP. Prediction explainer leverages SHAP [37] (Shapley
additive explanations) – an approach from explainable artificial
intelligence. In general, SHAP calculates feature importance scores
(how relevant is a feature for the prediction) by defining the problem
as a coalitional game between the features. The goal is to find the
so-called Shapley values for each feature defined as the fairest
distribution of the "payout" (as importance score) for the prediction.
The larger the value, the more important is the feature towards
the prediction. The signs of the Shapley values show the feature’s
prediction favorableness (or non-favorableness for negative sign).

3.3.2 Implementation. We used the original SHAP implementa-
tion with the default values for its parameters [36]. One required
parameter of SHAP is a differentiable learning model (a model with
gradients calculated for each network layer). To apply SHAP, we
used the trained encoder network as input. While the explanation
procedure is applicable for both quality properties, we described
just the log level prediction explainer because of the intuitive mean-
ing of the importance scores concerning the predictions.

3.3.3 Token Importance Scores. The Shapely values are calculated
for each neuron of the input vector embeddings. Figure 3 illustrates
a running example. There are two log instructions 𝑙1 : "Connection
established!" with the level "info", and 𝑙2 : "Connection refused!"
with the level "error". After running the two instructions through
SHAP, each token is assigned with a vector of Shapley values (with
size 𝑑 = 4). However, to reason about the influence of the token
in unity, we express the token importance as a single number. We
refer to this as a token importance score. To calculate the token
importance score, we aggregate the individual Shapely values for
each token. The token importance score has two parts: 1) intensity
and 2) sign. The intensity shows the influence strength of the token
for the prediction. The sign shows the token direction influence
for the prediction (favouring or not-favouring a decision). After
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experimentation with different aggregation functions, we find that
the second norm of the Shapely value vector and the sign of the
Shapley value with the highest absolute score, are suitable for in-
tensity and sign aggregation functions. Formally, they are given in
Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.

𝑟 (𝑡 𝑗𝑖 ) = | |𝑆 𝑗𝑖 (𝑡 𝑗𝑖 ) | |22 (1)

𝑒 (𝑡 𝑗𝑖 ) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛[max
𝑘

|𝑆 𝑗𝑖𝑘 (𝑡 𝑗𝑖 ) |] (2)

where 𝑟 (𝑡 𝑗𝑖 ) is the token (𝑡𝑖 ) importance score intensity, 𝑒 (𝑡 𝑗𝑖 ) is
the token importance sign for the log instruction 𝑙 𝑗 . 𝑆 𝑗𝑖𝑘 denotes
the Shapely value for the "𝑘-th" position of the "𝑖-th" token of the
log instruction static text (i.e., in the example the token "refused"
has a Shapely value 𝑆224 = −5.22).

In the example, the difference between the two instructions
distinguishing the levels "info" from "error" is in the second token.
We first calculate the individual Shapely values and then calculate
the intensity and sign of the token importance scores. As seen by
the score values, the following inequalities hold 𝑟12 > 𝑟11, 𝑟22 >

𝑟21. The second token in both of the instructions ("established",
"refused") has greater intensity compared to the first ("connection"),
thereby, contributing more to the model prediction. Additionally,
the token signs show that the token "established" is favourable for
the class "info" (𝑒12 = +), while the token "refused" is not-favourable
for the class "info" (𝑒22 = −). Therefore, if there is a discrepancy
between the developers’ decision on the log level and QuLog’s log
level assignment, the developer examines the highlighted word,
e.g., "refused", and considers changing either the level or the word.
That way, QuLog automatically aids developers in improving the
log quality. The output of the explanation module is an ordered
list of tokens, ordered by their intensity (from highest to lowest),
examined by developers in that order.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Code Repository Collection. Alongside the studied software
systems, we collected log instructions from 100 other systems from
GitHub. To collect this data, we crawled GitHub and searched for
different systems from the following topics: Java, Python, Angular,
Ruby, and PHP, selecting 7039 systems. Additionally, we collected
the number of GitHub stars for each system. Similar to previous
works [22], we assumed that the number of stars is a good indicator
for the quality of logging and considered the top 100 in the exper-
iments. The usage of this data is described in the corresponding
evaluation setting where used.

4.1.2 Evaluation Criteria. To evaluate QuLog, we used several eval-
uation criteria. First, we describe the criteria evaluating exact pre-
dictions. For the multi-class evaluation, we used accuracy. It gives
the percentage of correct predictions out of all of the predictions.
Due to the imbalances of the target classes (e.g., different systems
have a diverse number of "error", "warning", and "info" instructions),
accuracy can be misleading [17]. Therefore, we further considered
precision, recall and F1 scores. Precision evaluates the fraction of
correct predictions out of all class predictions. Recall evaluates the

correct predictions out of all true class predictions. F1 is the har-
monic mean of the precision and recall evaluating the trade-off
between correct class predictions and the miss-classifications [17].
Additionally, we considered specificity in the binary classification
setting. It is the measure of correct predictions of the negative class.
The aforenamed criteria take values within the 0-1 range, and a
higher value indicates better performance. The evaluation of the
prediction explainer is done with the 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟@𝑘 score. It measures
the number of incorrect predictions when k-degrees of freedom are
considered [24]. The smaller values indicated better performance.
We additionally considered the AUC [19] score. AUC is the area
under the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve that plots
the true positive against the false-positive rates. It is bounded in
the 0-1 range, with a high value indicating better performance. The
AUC value of 0.5 indicates a model performing not better than a
random guess.

4.2 Log Level Assignment Evaluation
We first evaluate the performance of QuLog on the log level qual-
ity assessment. We split this evaluation into two parts. First, we
compare QuLog against baselines. Second, we evaluate QuLog’s
performance on a few instances of the problem of log level assign-
ment. The motivation for this evaluation type on one side is to
examine the performance of QuLog against baselines, and on the
other side, to identify problem instances where the inherited im-
perfect performance of data-driven approaches will not overwhelm
developers with many incorrect predictions. The latter is relevant
for QuLog’s practical usability.

4.2.1 Comparison against baselines. In the evaluation of QuLog
against baselines, we considered two QuLog models. They have
the same architectural design but differ in the input data used to
train them. The first model, we referred to as QuLog-8, is trained
on data from eight software systems listed in Table 1. Since these
systems are characterized by good logging practices, we assume
that the majority of the log levels are correctly assigned, similar as
in previous studies [34]. This accounts for the quality of the learning
data. The second model for log level assignment we call QuLog*
is trained on the collection of 100 GitHub systems. While QuLog*
does not account very rigorously for the instruction quality (despite
the pseudo indicator of having many stars), it enables testing for
cross-software usefulness of the static text in log level assignment.
As such, it aligns with the system-agnostic nature of QuLog. This is
important in scenarios of log quality assessment where the software
system is in the initial development stage, and there are not many
log instructions for training a model. As an evaluation dataset, we
considered the log instructions from one of the nine systems listed
in Table 1, such that the instructions from the evaluation dataset
are never seen during training the model, preventing data leakage.

Experiment Design. We compare QuLog against two baselines:
DeepLV [34] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [10]. DeepLV
addresses the problem of log level assignment as an ordinal regres-
sion and trains LSTM – a deep-learning architecture, on features
extracted from the log instruction. It is reported as the current
best performing method for log level assignment. SVM is a popular
multi-class classification method trained on the vector represen-
tation of the static text from general-purpose language models
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Table 4: Evaluation on log level quality assessment

AUC Accuracy
Systems QuLog-8 DeepLV SVM QuLog* QuLog-8 DeepLV SVM QuLog*
Cassandra 0.94 0.78 0.80 0.96 0.63 0.61 0.64 0.67
Elasticsearch 0.93 0.71 0.71 0.94 0.59 0.51 0.55 0.60
Flink 0.94 0.74 0.77 0.95 0.62 0.60 0.62 0.71
HBase 0.91 0.77 0.80 0.92 0.59 0.61 0.64 0.63
JMeter 0.92 0.73 0.74 0.95 0.59 0.55 0.53 0.68
Kafka 0.93 0.68 0.70 0.98 0.58 0.51 0.51 0.69
Karaf 0.93 0.73 0.79 0.94 0.63 0.57 0.58 0.64
Wicket 0.94 0.74 0.75 0.95 0.75 0.56 0.59 0.78
Zookeeper 0.92 0.68 0.74 0.94 0.59 0.50 0.57 0.62
Average 0.93 0.74 0.75 0.95 0.62 0.56 0.58 0.67

(BERT) [12] previously used for log level assignment [18]. The
hyper-parameters of the baseline methods are set to the recom-
mended values by the authors. As evaluation criteria, we used AUC
and accuracy following literature standards [29, 34]. Regarding the
considered hyper-parameters for QuLog’s log level architecture,
we set the number of heads to two, the model size to 16, the num-
ber of layers is set to two, and the maximal number of tokens to
𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑛 = 50. For training the model we used Adam optimizer [26]
with learning rate10−4 and hyperparameters 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.99.
The batch size was set to 2048.

Results and discussion. Table 4 gives the results of the evaluation
of QuLog against baselines. We first compare the QuLog-8 model
against the two baselines. Following the AUC criteria, it is seen
that QuLog-8 achieves the best performance for all of the nine
systems. Since AUC evaluates how good a model is in predicting
the true level (e.g., "error") as correct (as "error") rather than predict
incorrect level as the true one (e.g., "warning" instead of "error"), it
means that QuLog-8 can discriminate the different log levels better.
However, AUC evaluates scores instead of exact decisions for a
particular log level. By deciding for a log level (i.e., maximal score
estimate as a class prediction), we assign an actual log level for the
given input instruction. To evaluate the correctness of the log level
decisions, we use accuracy. Comparing QuLog-8 against DeepLV it
is seen that it is outperforming it in 8/9 systems while failing to do
so in 1/9 (HBase) systems. Comparing QuLog-8 against SVM shows
that QuLog performs better on 6/9 datasets, performs worse in 2/9
systems and ties on 1/9 (Flink). The evaluation criteria show that
our approach is useful in assessing the correctness of log levels for
the considered systems outperforming the baselines.

Next, we compare QuLog-8 against QuLog*. The results on the
two evaluation criteria show that QuLog* outperforms QuLog-8 by
1-9% on accuracy and 1-5% on AUC for different systems. These
results indicate the existence of shared system-agnostic properties
of the static text and the log levels, independent of the software
systems examined in the preliminary study. The instructions origi-
nate from different programming languages and publicly accessible
software systems from GitHub, representing diverse developers
writing styles. Therefore, by their leveraging, QuLog* learns a wide
range of characteristics of the static text concerning the log lev-
els (e.g., large vocabulary used in similar event descriptions). The
good performance across different systems and the system-agnostic
training of QuLog* suggest that QuLog is suitable for an automatic
assessment of the quality of the log instructions, represented by
their correct log level assignment. Examples of when QuLog is
outperforming the baselines can be found in Appendix A.

Table 5: Log level misclassification contingency table (the
averaging is done over nine software systems given inTable 1)

True/Predicted Info Warning Error
Info - 21.1% 16.1%

Warning 10.7% - 40.3%
Error 4.3% 19.3% -

4.2.2 Log Level Problem Instances. The previous experiment shows
that QuLog performs better than the baselines on log level as-
signments. However, the results between 0.60-0.78 on accuracy
across different systems, although good, indicate that there are
incorrect assignments. The misclassifications can impair the practi-
cal usability of QuLog. Therefore, we study the misclassification
types. Based on the observations, we identified instances of the log
level assignment problem having improved results facilitating the
practical applicability of QuLog. To study QuLog’s misclassifica-
tion types, we calculated the misclassification contingency table. It
shows the percentage of misclassification prediction rates for the
three classes. Table 5 gives the contingency table. It is seen that
some class pairs have a low misclassification rate (e.g., true "error"
predicted as "info" is 4.3%), however for others, it is significantly
high (e.g., true "warning" predicted as "error" is 40.3%). To under-
stand the potential reasons, we examined the n-gram frequency
shared between the different log levels similar to the preliminary
study (Section 2.2.1). We find that n-grams shared between the
log level pairs "error-warning" is 14.2%, and it is higher compared
to "error-info" (4.9%) and "warning-info" (9.7%). Relating it to the
contingency matrix, we see that the class pairs with higher n-grams
overlap have higher misclassification rates. We use this observation
to construct three simplified instances of the log level quality as-
signment. Instead of predicting the three classes, we considered the
prediction of two classes, namely "info-warning" (IW), "info-error"
(IE) and "error-warning" (EW). The examination of individual class
pairs has practical relevance because different stakeholders have
different expectations from logs. For example, the operators usually
examine the log levels "error" and "warning". Therefore, misclassi-
fying an error event as "info" (e.g., Jira issue HDFS-4048) can hide
important events from operators, increasing the maintenance costs.

Experiment design. We considered QuLog* log level assignment
approach because it is system-agnostic. To train QuLog* on the
three two-class problems, we modified the output layer to have
two classes instead of three. The experiment is designed as follows.
We start with the 100 software systems collected during the data
collection procedure. We randomly sampled 60% of the repositories
for training, 20% for validation and 20% for evaluation. To reduce the
variance of the results due to the random repositories selection, we
repeated the sampling procedure 30 times and reported the average
results alongside the standard deviations. To assess the correctness
of the decisions, we used F1, precision and recall, instead of accuracy
because they are exposing the imbalances of the class distributions
better than accuracy. We used the same baselines as in the previous
experiment trained with the same data as QuLog*.

Results and discussion. Table 6 enlists the performance scores for
the four problem instances of log level quality assessment. Com-
paring the absolute values for the scores across the four scenarios
reveals that the IE problem achieves the highest values on F1 score
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Table 6: Performance scores on the task of log level assign-
ment. The best results per scenario are bolded.

Scores Scenario QuLog DeepLV BERT_SVM

F1

IE 0.88±0.03 0.82±0.02 0.87±0.04
IWE 0.73±0.03 0.67±0.03 0.73±0.04
IW 0.68±0.06 0.61±0.08 0.64±0.05
WE 0.61±0.04 0.56±0.06 0.54±0.05

Precision

IE 0.88±0.02 0.79±0.04 0.92±0.01
IWE 0.72±0.03 0.66±0.03 0.74±0.05
IW 0.75±0.04 0.72±0.06 0.58±0.05
WE 0.69±0.09 0.59±0.08 0.51±0.07

Recall

IE 0.89±0.05 0.86±0.06 0.84±0.06
IWE 0.73±0.03 0.68±0.03 0.73±0.04
IW 0.62±0.08 0.54±0.1 0.72±0.09
WE 0.56±0.07 0.54±0.08 0.59±0.08

(average of 0.88), i.e., trades-off the precision (0.88) and recall (0.89)
quite well. Therefore, this model is very reliable for correctly assess-
ing the "info" and "error" log instructions. The good performance is
attributed to the observed differences in the vocabulary between
the "error" and "info" log instructions (i.e., a 4.9% n-gram overlap).
Therefore, this model won’t overwhelm developers with many in-
correct predictions. On the IW and EW problem instances, although
QuLog does not perform as good, still outperform the baselines
when different software systems are considered.

4.3 Linguistic Quality Assessment Evaluation
4.3.1 Experimental Design. To evaluate the sufficiency in the lin-
guistic structure of the static text, we used the data from the pre-
liminary study as given in Section 2.2.2. We trained QuLog on
the linguistic representations from the eight systems and eval-
uated the remaining one. Notably, we identify log instructions
with insufficient linguistic structure in four of the tested systems:
Cassandra, HBase, Kafka and Zookeeper, and we report the re-
sults for them. As baselines, we considered two popular binary
text classification methods, i.e., SVM and Random Forest (RF) [3],
trained on the general-purpose representation of the linguistic cate-
gories (BERT) [12]. We train QuLog’s linguistic quality assessment
part with the same values of the hyperparameters as for the log
level quality assessment, with setting the batch size to 64. As eval-
uation criteria, we used F1 and specificity. Additional evaluation
against rule-based approaches can be found in Appendix B.

Table 7: Sufficient linguistic structure assessment (perfor-
mance evaluation)

F1 Specificity
System QuLog SVM RF QuLog SVM RF

Cassandra 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.96
HBase 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.92
Kafka 0.99 0.98 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.74

Zookeeper 0.99 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.94
Average 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.99 0.98 0.89

4.3.2 Results and discussion. Table 7 enlists the evaluation re-
sults. It is seen that QuLog achieves a high average F1 score of
0.98 while outperforming the baselines by slight margins. The
good performance of the three methods is attributed to the dis-
criminative linguistic features between the two classes. For ex-
ample, the HBase’s log instruction "failed parse", from the class
hadoop.hbase.zookeeper.ZKListener, has a linguistic structure "verb
noun". Notably, it does not contain information to which the pars-
ing failure refers (i.e., lacks sufficient linguistic structure). As a
comparison, in another log instruction "failed parse data for znode
*" within the same class of HBase, the linguistic structure "verb
noun" has four additional linguistic properties, i.e., it has the form
"verb noun noun apposition noun parameter". This additional lin-
guistic structure has two advantages. From a learning perspective,
the richer linguistic structure is useful for discriminating between
the classes. From a comprehension perspective, it encodes verbose
information on the type of failed parsing. The better performance
of QuLog against the baselines can be attributed to its ability to
extract a better representation of the linguistic structure. QuLog
exploits log specific concepts, while the general-purpose language
models are trained on datasets from general literature, which may
average-out log specific properties.

The results on specificity are high for both QuLog and SVM
while being a bit lower for RF. Since specificity evaluates methods’
performance in the correct prediction for the insufficient class
(true negative class), the results show that QuLog can correctly
identify the instructions with an insufficient linguistic structure.
By combing these results with the high performance on F1 (as a
trade-off between incorrect sufficient predictions), we conclude that
QuLog detects the linguistically insufficient instructions without
compromising the performance on the sufficient class. The high
values for the two scores show that QuLog is useful in automatically
assessing the sufficient linguistic structure in a system-agnostic
manner. By pointing out the log instructions that may benefit from
enriching the static text, QuLog improves the comprehensibility of
the log instructions, ultimately improving the logging quality.

4.4 Prediction Explainer Evaluation
Experiment design. To evaluate the prediction explainer, we con-
struct an artificial dataset as in the following. We start by randomly
sampling 100 static texts of the instructions with a correct log level
prediction of an already trained model (i.e., QuLog* for log level
assignment). Each static text is manually investigated by two devel-
opers and modified such that a manually selected word of the static
text is replacedwith its antonym. This changes the event description
creating an opposite event. For example, we start with the origi-
nal static text "Connection established" with the original log level
"info". We change the token "established" into its antonym "refused",
obtaining a modified static text, i.e., "Connection refused" and mod-
ified word "refused". Since the modified token is an antonym, we
change the original log level ("info") into the modified log level
("error"). Therefore, for each static text we obtain a tuple of five
elements – 1) original static text, 2) modified static text, 3) modified
word, 4) original level, and 5) modified level. From the initial 100,
the two annotators initially agreed on 42 changes. In a subsequent
discussion, the number was increased to 65 instructions used in the
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evaluation. The original and modified static texts are given to the
prediction explainer that generates the ordered token list of impor-
tance scores. The modified token is used as ground truth. We check
how many tokens should the developer examine before finding the
modified token, and we measure it by the 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟@𝑘 performance
score. We considered two log level models, the two-class IE, due to
its high performance and the three-class log level assignment IWE.
As a baseline, we consider suggesting a randomly chosen token as
the most relevant.

Results and discussion Figure 4 depicts the experimental results.
It is seen that the prediction explanation module has a low error on
correct word suggestions (the error@1 is 0.25) for the IE model. The
prediction explanation model for the IWE model is a bit higher (the
error@1 is 0.52), however, both explainers show better performance
than the considered baseline. The observed discrepancy between
the prediction explanations of the IE and IWE is due to the better
performance of the IE model (average F1 score 0.88) as opposed
to the IWE model (average F1 score of 0.73). It indicates that a
better performing model learns discriminative features better. By
considering 𝑘 relevant tokens (i.e., a developer examines the k
highest-ranked tokens), the three explanation models reduce the
error, with IW and IWE having sharp decreases, achieving 0.05
and 0.23 on error@2 correspondingly. The low value of the one
error shows that QuLog’s log level prediction explainer correctly
explains the predictions. Therefore, the prediction explainer gives
valuable suggestions on static text updates to improve quality.

4.5 Use Cases
We further applied QuLog on two internal systems. For log level
assignment, we considered QuLog* IE model. Table 8 summarizes
the results. For System 1, on the task of log level assignment, QuLog
agrees in 52/63 cases with the original log levels and 56/63 on
sufficient linguistic structure assessment. Developers examined
the 11 disagreements for log level and the seven disagreements
on sufficient linguistic structure. They decided to change 5/11 log
levels and augmented 4/7 with additional linguistic structures. The
remaining linguistic suggestions were considered as "unimportant".
Similarly, for System 2, QuLog agreed in 120/138 cases on log level,
with 8/18 log levels being changed. On the sufficient linguistic
evaluation, QuLog identified five instructionswith insufficient static
text, three of which were accepted. These two examples showcase
howQuLog’s automatically assess the log instructions, giving useful
suggestions for improving the logging quality.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of the explanation module

Table 8: Use Case Study Results

Log Instructions Log Level
Recommendations

Linguistic Structure
Recommendations

System 1 63 52 (5/11) 56 (4/7)
System 2 138 120 (8/18) 133 (3/5)

4.6 Threats to Validity
The key threats to the validity of this study related are to the
included datasets and the implementation details. We chose vetted
systems for the preliminary study following related works [34]. We
further complemented it with another public dataset collection to
mitigate data selection artefacts. The datasets used for the sufficient
linguistic structure and prediction explainer might be biased by
the human annotation procedure. Therefore, we considered two
annotators to construct each of them. A third-party evaluation may
help to further mitigate the biases from the annotation.

5 RELATEDWORK
Logging practices We discussed the studies on quality properties
in Section 2.1. Alongside the quality properties, several literature
studies are examining diverse logging practices. In one of the first
studies, Yuan et al. [48] quantify the log pervasiveness and the bene-
fit of software logging in C/C++ systems while proposing proactive
logging strategies. They found that developers spent significant
efforts modifying the log levels, static texts, and the parameters
of log instructions but do not change their locations often. Simi-
lar observations are made for Java [6, 7, 25, 40, 52] and Android
software systems [50]. These studies augment the aforenamed by
introducing new research questions like studying log bug resolu-
tion time [6], log instruction update types [7] and evolution of
logging configuration [52]. For example, Kabina et al. [25] iden-
tified that 20-45% of the log instructions change through system
lifetime. The importance of logging practices is widely recognized
in the industry, seen by several logging practice studies of industrial
systems [1, 5, 38]. In a field study, Li et al. [28] demonstrates the
different costs of logging from developers and research perspec-
tives. The similarities of the static text concerning the different log
levels and the similarities in the conclusions regarding the various
logging practices in different programming languages motivate our
work on software systems cross-examination when evaluating log
instruction quality.

Automatic Logging Enhancement. There are several methods
that support the automatic enhancement of log instructions [27,
31, 33, 47, 53]. Based on the enhancement type, we distinguish
two groups of methods, i.e., methods addressing the log instruc-
tions placement problem (where-to-log) [5, 9, 16, 27, 32], and meth-
ods addressing the choice of relevant logging information (what-
to-log) [30, 33, 47, 49]. The latter can further be separated into
three groups: 1) log message generation [22], 2) relevant variables
placement [51], and 3) log level suggestion [18, 34]. Different from
previous work, we utilize shared language properties between di-
verse software systems to develop an automatic system-agnostic
approach for log instruction quality assessment, defined as 1) log
level assignment and 2) sufficient linguistic structure assessments.
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6 CONCLUSION
Writing log instruction with sufficient quality is challenging due to
the absence of complete logging guidelines and developers incom-
plete understanding of system complexity. In this work, we address
the problem of automating log quality assessment. We first do a
preliminary study on nine software systems to study the quality
properties of the log instructions. The results of our study identified
1) log level assignment and 2) sufficient linguistic structure assess-
ments as two quality properties identifiable solely by the static text
of the log instruction. Based on our observations, we propose a
deep learning-based approach for automatic log instruction quality
assessment on a given target system. Our approach uses the static
text and its linguistic structure representation to evaluate the two
properties. In addition, we adopt an approach from explainable AI
to reason about model predictions and give suggestions for poten-
tial improvements of the instruction. Our approach outperforms
the considered baselines, achieving high accuracy for log level as-
signment (0.88) and a high F1 score for sufficient linguistic structure
assessment (0.99). The results highlight future research opportuni-
ties in using cross-systems log instructions not just in automatically
assessing log instruction quality, but also to automatically enhance
them (i.e., automatic log instruction writing).
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A SAMPLE ANALYSIS: WHEN QULOG
OUTPERFORMS THE BASELINES?

One set of examples where we find that QuLog’s log level pre-
diction outperforms other methods is in the logs like "created
with buffersize=* and maxpoolsize=*" (with original log level INFO,
QuLog prediction is "info", "DeepLV" and "BERT_SVM" are predict-
ing "warning") and "stopping the wall procedure store, isabort= |
(self aborting)" (with original log level INFO, QuLog prediction is
"info", "DeepLV" and "BERT_SVM" are predicting "error"). These
two messages contain words like "maxpoolsize", "buffersize" or
"isabort" which are not standard in general language. Therefore,
the log representation by general language models is inferior in
comparison to QuLog, which directly learns log representations
from the static text. Since QuLog, is directly trained on log-specific
words it can learn better representations and relate the words to
the correct target.

When considering the linguistic comparison, as seen by the re-
sults, QuLog and BERT_SVM are performing similarly. We find
one consistent example where QuLog performs better than SVM,
i.e., when HBase is used for testing QuLog correctly predicts the
linguistic group "VERB VERB" as insufficient. We hypothesise that
QuLog can extrapolate this information having the groups "VERB"
and "VERB NOUN VERB" as insufficient during training. The two
baselines, SVM and RF are performing slightly differently on the
same representation, we consider the observed difference to reside
in the type of decision boundary they fit. SVMs are characterized
to perform better in very high dimensional spaces (because of the
properties of such spaces). RF is characterized by diverse volume
pockets in different regions. Since the samples in the high dimen-
sions are very far apart from one another the pocket regions created
by RF lead to more miss-classifications.

B COMPARING QULOG LINGUISTIC MODULE
AGAINST RULE-BASED APPROACH

The process of identification of sufficient linguistic structure was
conducted as follows. Two human annotators examined the linguis-
tic structure and the raw static texts organized by linguistic groups.
A linguistic group is a set of static text instructions’. A linguistic
group is identified by the sequence of POS tags. Each human anno-
tator examined the individual static text within each group (within
each of the randomly sampled 361 groups). Since each log message
should describe an event verbosely and convey sufficient informa-
tion on one side, and following the maxim of quality and quantity
for short texts from general language properties, on the other side,
the static text should have minimal linguistic structure for sufficient
expression of the information. By examining the raw static text
within each group the annotators relate their understanding of the
sufficient information a log message has. They assign labels 0 for
"linguistically sufficient" or 1 for the "linguistically insufficient"
group. Then the labels provided by the two human annotators are
compared, and the linguistic groups with overlapping labels are
retained. Each of the static texts is then labeled with the label of the
linguistic group associated with it. However, the model is trained
using the linguistic group representation of the static text obtained
by the pos tag. The labels can be used as rules what is a linguistically
good and bad static text.

The generated rules can be used to detect logs with sufficient and
insufficient structure (that is how they are generated). Whenever
we have a new system, we calculate their linguistic representations
and match them against the rules. Any match is considered as a
log with insufficient quality. For example, if we find a static text
with "NOUN NOUN" from the new system, we can say that the
static text is of "insufficient" quality. However, we found examples,
where QuLog maybe interpolates between two nearby rules, and
correctly identify a rule from a new project that was not part of
the training data. For example, when HBase is in the test set, (the
rules in the training set are extracted from other systems), the rules
do not cover the linguistically insufficient group "VERB VERB".
In contrast, QuLog correctly predicts this group as "insufficient"
because of its similarities with the linguistically insufficient groups
of "VERB" and ’VERB NOUN VERB’ (that are slightly different
from "VERB VERB"). Since QuLog has strong performance, and can
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interpolate between rules we opt for the given design. Nevertheless,
there is still much space for improving the input training dataset
that will lead to new insights.

C LINGUISTIC QUALITY ASSESSMENT
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE

The idea for "sufficient linguistic quality" assesment is built
around Jira issues like ZOOKEEPER-2126, ZOOKEEPER-3659 and
Zookeeper-259. They show that the minimal information in the
static text hurts comprehensibility. By relating the information
about minimality (e.g., minimal number of tokens, linguistic token
categories) with the (in)sufficient linguistic structure of the static
text we can evaluate the type of linguistic categories (e.g., verb,
nouns, adjectives, and similar) participating in the verbose and
comprehensive description of the events. By enriching the event de-
scription with additional linguistic properties, the log messages are
easier for reading, comprehension, and contain sufficient verbose
information.

In the following, we further describe two Jira issues related
to linguistic structural problems. In ZOOKEEPER-3659 it is
reported that WatchManagerFactory log is not sufficiently
readable. The fix of this issue is to change the prior static
text Using org.apache.zookeeper.server.watch.WatchManager
as watch manager, into dataWatches is using
org.apache.zookeeper.server.watch.WatchManager as watch
manager.. From the linguistic perspective this means that the
linguistic structure [’VERB’, ’PUNCT’, ’ADP’, ’NOUN’, ’NOUN’]
is transformed into [’NOUN’, ’AUX’, ’VERB’, ’PUNCT’, ’ADP’,
’NOUN’, ’NOUN’]. The additional linguistic concepts improve the
comprehensibility of the event.

Similarly in the Jira issue Zookeeper-259 despite the correction
of the log levels, the text in the log instructions is changed as well.
One example is the change on lines 524, through 526. Specifically,
the prior static text "Got ping sessionid:0x" was replaced with "Got
ping response for sessionid:0x". Linguistically speaking this means
that the text is changed from [’AUX’, ’VERB’, ’NOUN’] into [’VERB’,
’NOUN’, ’NOUN’, ’ADP’, ’NOUN’] which improves the comprehen-
sibility and makes the log line easer for the operators to understand.

https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-3659
https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-259
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